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Manual testing tools for web applications

Battery Load Testers Car Health Monitors Digital Tire Meters Radiator Pump Pressure Tester Instant Band Pressure Meters (Image Credit: Betty Blocks) It's easy to get stuck in a rock with web tools, just using the same old ones over and over. But now is as good a time as any to mix things up. We asked five industry
experts what tools they've been using lately. Could any of them be of use to you and your team? For more useful tools, don't miss out on our web design tools and website builder roundups, both of which have many options. And if it's practical, help you check out, and then check out our list of the best online coding
courses. Need to save your assets? You need reliable cloud storage.01. InvisionEen tool that has made a massive difference to our work is InVision, says Christopher Saich, digital director at YCS Digital. It's a good solution to bring apps or websites around life when working in the prototype stage of a project. When we
need to move from wireframe to the design layout, InVision helps us demonstrate the functionality of the prototype to customers, ensuring they fully understand the website or app's capabilities. It saves so much time when you want to get that important approval and be shared across the board with ease. 02. Microsoft
Azure DevOpsOns uses Microsoft Azure DevOps to manage and run projects. It benefits both agency and customers to have the workflow in one system, explains Dave Folan, development director at Redweb. Previously, we have tools for our Git repos (Bitbucket), deployment pipelines (Jenkins) and project
management (Jira) but with DevOps they're built in and working together. For each client, we have one place for their documentation, deployments, codebase, tests, and user story backlogs. This also means we can include customers in our deployment process quality gates. 03. Betty BlocksTwee years ago I was
introduced to the 'no-code' app development platform Betty Blocks, says lead developer at EsperantoXL, Bass Van Ginkel. With that, I can build custom applications for our customers without the overhead associated with code-based software development. The platform dramatically shortened the development cycle. We
now work in sprints of a single week and I like to astonish our customers every Friday with new functionality they can play with once the meeting is over. Using Betty Blocks, I can even deliver changes while the customer is watching, ensuring that I provide software that they will actually use. 04. Figma (Image Credit:
Figma)Inayaili de Leon is a senior designer at Microsoft, and for her, the tools that have had the most impact on her over the past year or two are Figma. It democratizes access to design files that were used to people like engineers, product managers and other stakeholders, she says. This means we can discuss
concepts where everyone is all on the same thing, regardless of their software or OS. It also means files are not abandoned in someone's computer. And I love how responsive the Figma team is to listen to users and improve the product. 05. Azure Front Door We use Azure Front Door with a number of customers who
have multi-region sites, says Oliver Picton, head of technical at Enjoy Digital. Among other things, this enables you to route users to the most performer application, ensures that users are routed to a working application (so fail over to a working endpoint when one fails) and protects your application from DDoS attacks.
You can also use Azure Front Door to rewrite URLs, route users based on URL and filter traffic to your application based on country. It's an incredibly powerful service and we love it. Make sure your website works for you with our list of top web hosting services. This content originally appeared in net magazine. Read
more: Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors are their own. At the risk of dating myself, I'm going to admit that while I was working on my bachelor's degree, this new invention called the computer hit the market. I was truly wow! I thought to myself, No more typing, re-taping and typing. And Wite-Out? Who
needs Wite-Out? Of course, the prices of those early computers were staggeringly high for a college student, but as the saying goes, where there's a will, there's a way. I worked and worked, and had my computer the following year. That was then; it is now. New tools are constantly being developed to make our lives and
our businesses easier to run. The problem is that if you're in a routine (or dare I say rust?) and used to a specific tool, you might not be aware that there are several new things out there to make your business more efficient and easier for you to manage. Here is a list of five web-based replacements for many traditional
business needs. Each is not only better suited to today's entrepreneur, but will also save you time and money. Project management Any time you have to collaborate with others on a project, you need a way to manage that project. Old way: Microsoft Project . The downside is that licenses are in the hundreds of dollars,
and you're locked into your own machine. It is not web-based and cannot be shared with other resources and contributors. New Way: Basecamp by 37 Signals . It's subscription-based, web-based and can be tailored to your needs and budget. It is available everywhere, at any time and can be shared with anyone.
Another plus: This is available if your computer crashes. Secure file sharing When you have important files that you need to share with others, you must allow others to access them. Old way: Build an FTP website. The From FTP sites is that it can be expensive to build, and you also need a technological person on your
team to build the site. They are user-friendly, tends to be buggy and offers little user customization. New Way: Box.net . It's subscription-based, easy to set up, and can be tailored to your needs and budget. There is no software to purchase, and you have user permission controls to give you control over your files.
Website Creation and Design A business without a website is almost as bad as a business without a phone. How else can a company get the word out to hundreds of thousands of potential customers without printing a single brochure? Old way: Hire a web developer or web designer to create a website for you. The
downside is that it can be expensive to hire someone who can create a top-notch, professional-looking website. It can also be expensive and ineffective to manage minor (or large) changes to your website. New Way: SnapPages.com . This service enables you to create a professional and polished website in a leap. Do
you want to quickly change the appearance or content of your site? SnapPages makes it super easy to create an amazing website with drag-and-drop simplicity. Word Processing Who doesn't need word processing? We use them for letters, articles, research, reports and much more. Old way: Microsoft Word. Microsoft
is commonly used today, but unless your computer comes with the software, it's expensive to buy. Another downside is that it's not web-based, and it can't be easily accessed or shared with others. New Way: Google Docs . This free online tool allows you to create a wide range of documents, such as spreadsheets,
presentations, and forms. And what makes it even better is that you can share it with anyone who has Internet access and the password for the document you want to share. Telephony Telephones also came a long way. Do you remember the first cell phones to be cared about in a briefcase? My older brother had one,
and I thought that was the coolest thing ever. Old way: A cell phone, an office phone, a conference calling plan and maybe even a separate business line. How many phone lines do we need? The drawbacks are obvious: It's expensive to have all these lines and features, and there's no integration. Not to mention, how
many phone numbers do you want to give out? New Way: Google Voice . It's a free, customizable service that lets you integrate your services, have one phone number, send voice-to-text voice emails to your emails, and more. Basically, all of your small businesses need to be wrapped up in one free account. At the
moment, Google Voice is only available to GrandCentral users, but it will soon be open to new users. So, if you're resistant to change, take heart and know that each of these tools is easy to use and ultimately make your business more efficient and more effective. By Staff on September 7, 2001 at 12:00 am This site can
earn affiliate commissions from the links on this page. Terms of Use. If you are running a web check out this page. It's full of links to third-party web management resources in categories like Load and Performance Testing Tools, Link Checkers, Site Monitoring Tools, Log Analysis Tool, and much more. Most of the links
take you to commercial sites, but a few offer free downloads. A comprehensive list of the top web application testing tools in 2021. It is a test methodology focused on web applications, i.e. applications hosted on the web. With web application testing, issues such as website functionality, security, accessibility,
compatibility, compatibility, and performance are uncovered before the web application is publicly released. Web Application Testing Tools: Today, in this tutorial we have tried to find almost all popular Web Application testing tools used to problems present in any web application. Pro Tip: The list includes free open
source as well as commercial web app testing tools. Almost all licensed tools mentioned here have a free trial version available, so you can have the chance to work on this before deciding what's the best tool for your needs. = &gt; Contact us to suggest a listing here. Here's the comprehensive list of the most widely used
web app testing tools grouped by the types of testing: Let's start with a detailed list. These are the top web test tools from all the categories. #1) WebLOAD WebLOAD is an enterprise-scale load testing tool with powerful scripting capabilities that makes it easy to test complex scenarios. The tool provides a clear analysis
of your web application performance, fixing issues, and bottlenecks that can stand in the way of achieving your load and response requirements. WebLOAD supports hundreds of technology – from web protocols to enterprise applications and has built-in integration with Jenkins, Selenium and many other tools to enable
continuous load testing for DevOps. #2) test IO testing IO – Make sure your web apps and websites work anywhere by crowd testing it in actual browsers on actual devices and under actual conditions. Crowdtesting with test IO allows you to appeal to the skill and insight of thousands of testing professionals to improve
the quality of your web applications and websites. More than two hundred customer-obsessed organizations rely on the power and flexibility of testing IO to send high-quality software faster. Features: Test on real devices – Expand your coverage to hundreds of devices, platforms, and real people in real-world
circumstances. Make sure your software works on each device, OS and browser. Get feedback from real people – Our professional testers have fresh and unbiased eyes on your product. Testers find errors your internal team might not catch. Release faster - doesn't mean slow. Remove the QA bottleneck with ondemand, flexible testing that scales with your needs. #3) Acunetix Acunetix is a Automatic web application security scanner that detects and reports on more than 4500 web application vulnerabilities including all variants of SQL Injection and XSS. The Acunetix crawler supports fully HTML5 and JavaScript and Singlepage applications, en allowing auditing complex, authenticated applications. It bakes into advanced Vulnerability Management features right-at-core, prioritizing risks based on data through a single, consolidated view, and integrating the scanner's results into other tools and platforms. #4) Netsparker Netsparker is a dead
accurate automated web application security scanner that will identify vulnerabilities such as SQL Injection and Cross-site Scripting in web applications and web APIs. Netsparker uniquely verifies the identified vulnerabilities that prove they are real and not false positives, so you don't have to manually verify hours that the

identified vulnerabilities once a scan is finished. It is available as a Windows software and an online service. #5) LambdaTest LambdaTest is a scalable cloud-based cross-browser testing platform designed to provide all website or web app testing to cloud infrastructure. LambdaTest platform helps you ensure your web
app elements (such as JavaScript, CSS, HTLM5, Video... etc.) seamlessly render across each desktop and mobile web browser with the support of manual, visual and automated testing. LambdaTest allows you to access 2000+ combinations of desktop and mobile browsers on the cloud. #6) TestComplete Web
TestComplete is a functional UI automated testing tool that you can use to create and run tests on any desktop or mobile web application, including apps that have custom controls and dynamic pages. Make sure your web UI tests do not break with TestComplete's powerful object identification engine. You can choose
from more than 50k object properties across more than 500 control types. Run one UI test across all major web browsers. Access over a thousand reader, OS, &amp;; resolution configurations in the on-demand cloud lab. Website: TestComplete Web #7) Digivante Digivante exists to identify issues that stop websites and
apps performing to their optimal potential through website and app testing. It's delivered using unmatched test coverage at speeds that allow you to release faster, safer, and ultimately your digital platforms to deliver higher customer satisfaction and increased online revenue. Digivante offers different types of website
testing services such as functional testing, regression testing, instability testing, exploratory testing etc. Digivante has a global network of 55,000 managed professional testers. Testing services run 24* 7, 365 days a year, worldwide. Can do 24 days of testing in 24 hours. Feed a test in 4 hours out. Tests over 440
devices/browser combinations. = &gt; Visit Digivante Website #8) TestCraft TestCraft is a regression and continuous testing automation platform, as well as web application monitoring. The revolutionary AI technology and unique visual modelling allow for faster test creation and execution while eliminating test interview
overhead. Testers create fully automated test scenarios without coding. Customers find bugs quickly, release more frequently, integrate with the CI/CD approach, and improve the overall quality of their digital products. Key features: No programming skills required. Use manual testers' business knowledge and enable
them to create automated test scenarios to significantly reduce maintenance costs. Scripts are automatically modified to change because of our AI algorithm. Major changes have been modified with a few clicks Selenium-based. Quick integrate and leverage modules developed by the community provide immediate time
to appreciate. Nothing to install (SaaS). Easy to use #9) Experitest Easy testing your website and web apps over 1000+ desktop and mobile browsers in the cloud with automated or manual cross-browser testing tools. Test on any browser Run Selenium and Appium tests on 1,000+ browser types, versions, and
operating systems Interact with your app in real-time and debug it performs hundreds of tests in parallel Integrate with your CI/CD workflow Perform visual testing to verify UI responsiveness across different resolutions Get Visual Test Reports with screenshots, Videos and log files Here are some specific software testing
tools by different types of testing: Many websites/web applications suffer from errors due to their improper functionality, behavior, instability, security, etc. For those websites/web applications, web testing tools do magic (these test tools take all errors from websites/web applications in the limited period and limited costs).
Determining and fixing an error, setting up an error sheet, and determining priority and severity is difficult during website development phase. Most of the errors come as a result of the functional issue of the website/web application. So, to get out of functional issues, we've tried to provide some web functional/regression
testing tools. TestComplete Web TestCraft Selenium Catalon Studio CasperJS Screenster SoapUI Sahi Watin Watir QTP (UFT) TimeShiftX Let's See a Detailed Overview of Each. #1) TestComplete Web TestComplete is a functional UI automated testing tool that you can use to create and run tests on any desktop or
mobile web application, including apps that have custom controls and dynamic pages. Make sure your web UI tests do not break with TestComplete's powerful object identification engine. You can choose from as 50k object properties across more than 500 control types. Run one UI test across all major web browsers.
Access over a thousand reader, OS, &amp;; resolution configurations in the on-demand cloud lab. Website: TestComplete Web #2) #2) TestCraft is a test automation platform for regression and continuous testing, as well as monitoring web applications. The revolutionary AI technology and unique visual modelling allow
for faster test creation and execution while eliminating test interview overhead. Testers create fully automated test scenarios without coding. Customers find bugs quickly, release more frequently, integrate with the CI/CD approach and improve the overall quality of their digital products. Key features: No programming
skills required. Use manual testers' business knowledge and enable them to create automated test scenarios to significantly reduce maintenance costs. Scripts are automatically modified to change because of our AI algorithm. Major changes have been modified with a few clicks Selenium-based. Quickly integrate and
leverage modules developed by the community It provides immediate time to value. Nothing to install (SaaS). Easy to master website: TestCraft #3) Selenium Selenium is one of the most popular automated test suites. Selenium is designed in a way to support and encourage automation testing of functional aspects of
web-based applications and a wide range of browsers and platforms. Selenium suite consists of 4 basic components; Selenium IDE, Selenium RC, WebDriver, Selenium Grid. Selenium IDE is a Firefox add-on for record-and-playback web application tests. WebDriver communicates directly with the web browser and uses
its native compatibility to automate. Website: Selenium #4) CasperJS This is an easy to use open-source navigation tool for Windows, macOS, and Linux OS, used for the scripting and testing of the PhantomJS and SlimerJS (Gecko) using its useful and valuable functions, methods and syntactic sugar, written in
Javascript language. Basically, it works for forms, links, page screen shot, remote DOM, events sign-in process, etc. Also, download binaries and other resources write off functional test suites and store them in a JUnit XML format. Website: CasperJS #5) Catalon Studio A full web and mobile automation tool that
increases the capabilities of Selenium and Appium, Catalon Studio is packed with very essential features, including Object Spy, Record &amp; Playback, Cross-browser execution, JIRA integration, query-driven testing, data-driven testing and web service testing while remaining a free solution. Available to both Windows
and Mac users, Katalon Studio requires a minimum programming background to help the manual test team convert into automation seamlessly. Website: Catalon Studio #6) Screenster This is a UI-based functional and regression testing tool for web applications that work on all Windows OS that have all major browsers
and Java6 highly required. A very good screen validator used to give 10x productivity without a single line of code. During surgery, it takes a screenshot on each step and compares it to allows verification of changes or lack of changes to UI, provides full access to Selenium API when needed. Website: Screenster #7)
SoapUI A cross-platform free open source functional testing tool for service-oriented architecture (SOA) and representative state transfers (REST), written in Java language. The user-friendly interface acquires different features, mainly used for API testing facilitation to easily and quickly perform and load
functional/regression, supports all protocols and technologies related to the specific application. Its commercial version (SoapUI Pro) is mainly used to test the functionality of the application. Website: SOAPUI #8) Sahi This is an open-source cross-platform web application testing tool, written in Java and JavaScript,
released under an Open Source Apache License 2.0. It is available in Pro v5.1.2 is used to test multiple browser applications (keep plenty of AJAX and dynamic content) under web 2.0. Sahi Pro identifies elements very easily and also works on application include dynamic ids (_near and _in) and applications
development using ExtJS, ZK, Dojo, YUI, etc. Website: Sahi #9) Watin (Web Application Test in .Net) A cross-platform web application testing tool, the latest version is 2.1 and developed in C# language. Because of the influence of Watir, Watin tested a web application written in .Net in December 2005. Now it has
become a user-friendly and stable framework with a lot of functionality supporting all major HTML elements and dialogs (modals and modeless). Also supports the native Page and Control model, testing of AJAX website, screenshots of the creation process of the web pages, and frames (cross-domain) and iframes. This
makes for popular pop-up dialog box: alert, confirm, login, etc. and work on Internet Explorer 6, 7, 8, 9, and Firefox 2 and 3. You can download it more than 120,000 times Website: WatiN #10) Watir (Web Application Test in Ruby) an Open source (BSD) cross-platform web application testing tool, pronounced as water.
It's an easy and flexible automation tool of Ruby libraries for web browser automation. Although, these are from Ruby libraries, supports applications written in any language and just like other languages, Ruby enables you to convert to databases, export XML files, read files and spreadsheets, and organize your code as
reusable libraries. Watir drives Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Opera and Safari browsers in the same way others do. Website: Watir #11) QTP (UFT) QTP (Quick Test Professional) A Windows-based software testing tool used to test the applications on the web or desktop, best for Functional and Regression testing,
given by Micro Focus. The UI becomes an integrated (IDE) mentioned, with different functions that motivate tear for testing. QTP uses VB Script language to perform the script and supported Java (Core and Advanced),.Net, Flex, Web Services, WPF, Delphi, Power Builder, Stingray 1, Terminal Emulator, SAP, Oracle,
Siebel, PeopleSoft, Windows Mobile, VisualAge Smalltalk, Silverlight, and main frame terminal emulators. QTP's latest version is UFT 12.0. UFT 12.0 offers an easier and smaller package to download the product, so that's why; UFT 12.0 installation process became easier than the previous one. QTP only worked on
Windows operating system, but UFT 12.0 supports Safari on a remote Mac, all useful browsers (Internet Explorer6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, Firefox 3.0.X, 3.5, 3.6 to v24 and Google Chrome), desktop technology (Delphi XE2, Stingray 12, Flex, and Web Dynpro ABAP for Netweaver 7.31), and Visual Studio (2010 and 2012).
Website: Micro focus United Functional Testing (UFT) #12) TimeShiftX TimeShiftX is a date shifting software that lets you time travel software applications in the future or past for time shift testing of all temporary sensitive functionality such as year-end, daylight savings, leap year, billing, rates, policies, etc. TimeShiftX
uses virtual watches to enable time to travel within Active Directory &amp; Kerberos without code changes, manual system work, or server isolation. TimeShiftX is a multi-platform solution (Windows, Linux, AIX, Solaris, Red Hat, SUSE, etc.) and supports time travel for all applications, databases, and web technologies
such as SQL, SAP, Oracle, .NET, IIS, WebSphere, Java, DB2, PeopleSoft, JBoss, Apache, PHP, and MySQL. Website: TimeShiftX Top Load, Stress and Performance Testing Tools Here are some key tools used to test the performance, load and stress of the web application. These tools ensure that your web
application will run under high performance and less burden and stress. WebLOAD Apache JMeter NeoLoad LoadRunner LoadUI Loadster Load impact Wapt Breederik test studio #1) WebLOAD WebLOAD is an enterprise-scale load testing tool with powerful scripting capabilities that makes it easy to test complex
scenarios. The tool provides clear analysis of your web application performance, fixing issues and bottlenecks that can stand in the way of achieving your load and response requirements. WebLOAD supports hundreds of technology – from web protocols to enterprise applications and has built-in integration with Jenkins,
Selenium and many other tools to enable continuous load testing for DevOps. Website: WebLOAD #2) Apache JMeter This is an Apache Open source load test tool, written in Java 6+ and supports all platforms. Recently, Apache released the stable version of JMeter v2.11 that supports all platforms. Basically, JMeter is
used for load testing and analysis and measurement of the performance of the system/application. This tool is also useful in testing database connections (FTP, LDAP, Web services, JMS, HTTP, HTTPS, TCP connections) and OS Native processes. This It overall performance under different load on a server, group
servers, and network location. Ability to check the performance of the SOAP, LDAP, Message-Oriented Middleware (MA) via JMS, Mail (SMTP(S), POP3(S) and IMAP(S)), MongoDB (NoSQL) and Native commands or headings. Its strong GUI design helps in the rapid build of the test plan and debugging process.
Website: JMeter #3) NeoLoad This is a Neotys load and stress testing tool for Windows, Linux, and Solaris, available in English and French with the latest version 4.2, designed to measure, analyze and improve the performance of the site. Although load on the site increases due to simultaneous access from many users,
this tool will be useful for checking the site's performance under heavy load. The testing process by using this tool will be very fast, efficient and frequent. By using this tool we can get a very quick result. Give sure your website will be accurate and reliable to fulfill the business and user expectancies website: Neoload #4)
LoadRunner It is a load testing tool for Windows and Linux, given by HP (now Microfocus) to test the web and other applications very efficiently before it goes to the end user's hands. It is available in stable version 12.0 in many languages. LoadRunner is very useful at determining the performance and result of the web
application under heavy load (loading due to thousands of users accessing the web application at the same time). It handles multiple protocols for load testing: .NET Record/Replay, Database, DCOM, GUI Virtual Users, Java Record/Replay, Network, Oracle E-Business, Remote Access, Remote Desktop, Rich Internet
Applications, SAP, SOA, Web 2.0, Web, and Multimedia and Wireless. Website: Micro Focus LoadRunner #5) LoadUI A load test tool LoadUI latest version is 2.7, written in Java, JavaFX and Groovy language, and supports all platforms. Mostly supported web services and SopaUI 5.0 (functional test tool). This latest
version has corrected some issues that were there in the previous version (v2.6) of LoadUI, issue: File .bat, .sh and .command line end issue and the About LoadUI dialog box don't always display. Now it's available in the Pro version. LoadUI Pro drag-and-drop powerful interface facilitates you to test the overall load
efficiently in a real-time environment. Website: LoadUI #6) Loadster A commercial load testing tool to test websites, web applications/services (HTTP web services) and to simulate and guess how web apps will perform under heavy load, given by Loadster, supports Linux, Mac, and Windows. This complete tool works on
actual web applications/services cookies, sessions, custom header, dynamic form of data, etc. is used to test the performance, stability and scalability of web applications/services and websites. It simulates numbers of users, users, with the site and clearly collect metrics for each virtual user. Load testing helps to
determine performance bottlenecks, anticpit and avoid crashes, and confirms that your application can handle high traffic events. Website: Loadster #7) Load impacts an Online load testing tool used to test websites, web applications, mobile applications, and APIs under heavy load for all platforms. Use load impact to
test all applications/services and websites online, instead of set up offline to test the application. The testing process is very fast and simple. You can also repeat the test very easily in very little time. Website: LoadImpact #8) Wapt A load and stress testing tool works on all Windows, provides an easy and cheapest way to
test websites, i.e. business application sites, mobile sites, web portals, etc. Testing requires 500MB of free disk space, browsers (Microsoft IE 6 or higher, Firefox 3.0 or higher, and Google Chrome), and OS of the 64-bit version. It works on secure HTTPS websites, dynamic content, and RIA applications under datadriven mode. Website: Wapt #9) Breederik Test Studio A software testing tool is to test web and desktop applications of all Windows OS, developed by Breederik. It tests the functionality, performance and load of the web, desktop, and mobile applications. The tool provides a plugin for Visual Studio and a standalone app
used to test the cross-loading issue and have the same file format. Test Studio supports, languages; HTML, AJAX, Silverlight, ASP.NET MVC, JavaScript, and WPF and run test on browsers; Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, and Chrome. Website: Breederik Test Studio All sites consist of many links or we can say that all
sites are based on links. Any broken and wrong link can take you to an incorrect page and you'll get incorrect information about the site. Thus, it is very important to correct the link using the link driver testing tool, SpringTrax LinkTiger LinkScan #1) SpringTrax This is a cross-platform link checker provided by SpringTrax
Inc., an expert in finding broken links, and also expert in the discovery, fixing, and stopping 404 errors. It evaluates why traffic was lost. It monitors each visitors using JavaScript tracker code, and analyzes every 404 error immediately. Website: JumpTrax #2) LinkTiger It is also a link checker, working on email alerts,
dashboards, and rich personal reports, supporting Linux, Mac, Windows, and Windows Phone platforms. The scanning features can scan PDF, CSS, Flash, and MS Office files, flash animation. LinkTiger displays the status of all links present on the website with an intuitive dashboard. For each site, the dashboard
displays three pie charts with the page status, the link status the error types of the dead link. Website: LinkTiger #3) LinkScan This is a strong link checker and website mapping tool for Windows, Unix, Linux, and Mac Mac X, provides very strong test automation skills for web-based applications, available to Unix and
Microsoft Windows operating systems, highly customizable and fast. It's also a good HTML validator. Website: LinkScan Most of the virus comes to the system through an application uploaded to the Internet that can corrupt the system and the application that is on the system. We can't stop using the application that's on
the internet, so, the best thing is; use those applications securely by using website security testing tool. Acunetix Netsparker NTOSpider Brakeman SiteDigger NMap OWASP #1) Acunetix Acunetix is a fully automated web application security scanner that detects and reports on more than 4500 web application
vulnerabilities including all variants of SQL Injection and XSS. The Acunetix crawler supports fully HTML5 and JavaScript and Single-page applications, en allowing auditing complex, authenticated applications. It bakes into advanced Vulnerability Management features right-at-core, prioritizing risks based on data through
a single, consolidated view, and integrating the scanner's results into other tools and platforms. Website: Acunetix #2) NTOSpider This is a Windows-based web security tool, provides full security to the web applications/services, mobile, and rich Internet applications (RIA's). The main thing is that it fully scans your
application in less time, offering full security to the system at much less cost. Website: NTOSpider #3) Netsparker A cross-platform web application security scanner is useful in detecting and reporting website/web application vulnerabilities (SQL Injection and Cross-site Scripting (XSS)) and security issues, no matter what
platform and technology the site/web application has built-in. Website: Netsparker #4) Brakeman This is an open-source scanner, checks Ruby on Rails apps for security vulnerabilities, available to Jenkins/Hudson and works on Rails 2.x, 3.x, and 4.x. It statically examines Rails application code to discover security
problems at any stage of development. Installation Path: Remman #5) SiteDigger This is an expert in researching Google's cache, bugs, configuration problems, proprietary information, and remarkable security nuggets on websites. With a very good user interface and provides real-time result in the result page with the
ability to save the signature selection and result set, Google API license key is not required to access this tool. It runs on All Windows OS requires Microsoft .NET Framework v3.5. Website: SiteDigger #6) NMap (Network Mapper) A cross-platform web security scanner, written by Gordon Lyon (Fyodor) founder of hosts
and services on a computer network. This scanner delivers correct to the target machine and examine the response coming from there. Earlier, Nmap was only for Linux, but that's for Microsoft Windows, BSD BSD – Mac OS X, AmigaOS, Solaris, HP-UX, and SGI IRIX. Website: NMap #7) OWASP A cross-platform
online security project/community involves global organizations, educational organizations and individuals to focus on security on web applications by creating free articles, documentation, techniques, and tools. Website: OWASP The cross-brow issue comes as a result of comparing two or more browsers output values.
So, to get out of that problem, the cross-browser testing tool, Browsera IE NetRenderer IETester #1) Browsera Uses an Online Cross-Browser Testing Tool work on Windows and Mac OS X platform, given by The Animal, automatically finds cross-browser layout issues by comparing each browser's output. Upon
completion of the test, each JavaScript errors are reported and collected. The site crawl feature of the tool is very useful in testing all the pages of the site. Website: Browsera #2) IE NetRenderer A free HTML tool for Apple iMac and Linux, given by GEOTEK Netzwerkservice Berlin, facilitates users to see how their
website displays in IE browsers 5.5 to 11. In addition, it also displays a large number of capturing jobs in parallel and in real-time. These services are very fast. Website: IE NetRenderer #3) IETester A Windows web browser developed by Core Services provides a user-friendly interface facilitating users to use all
functionality easily and quickly. A very easy configuration without adjustment focuses primarily on speed and efficiency. It is Microsoft ribbon toolbar facilitates users to switch between Internet Explorer versions (5.5 to 9) of the same interface with a single click. The built-in Function Favorites list includes many websites
you can use for compatibility tests. Website: IETester W3C CSS Validator The W3C CSS Validator is free software given by the W3C provides services to designers and developers of a web application to check Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). Currently, most of the sites are developed using HTML language, this
language is basically used to display text on the page, give links, and post multiple objects. To give style (color and layout) to the text of the page, use HTML CSS (Cascading Style Sheets). The W3C CSS validator used to check CSS and X (HTML) documents with the stylesheets. Website: W3C CSS Validator W3C Link
Checker A link control service provided by W3C used to check links and anchors present on a page of the site or entire site using languages; HTML, XHTML, or CSS. Website: W3C Link Checker This Is It! Recommended read = &gt; Web test Complete Directory Also, Read = &gt; If you want to check the detailed list of
all the tools under these categories please visit this automation test List: Conclusion This is by far the most comprehensive list of web application testing tools. = &gt; Contact us to suggest a listing here. Here. Here.
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